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Abstract

Main contributions to the wear in the sliding contact between pantograph's strip and catenary's wire can be classified as: i) mechanical contribution, due to friction, ii) electrical contribution, due to current flow at the contact and iii) electrical arcs contribution related to power dissipated during arc generation. In this work, a heuristic wear model for the contact wire, which accounts for the mentioned three main contributions to the wear, is presented. After a tuning phase with results obtained by an experimental campaign aimed at evaluating the wear for the couple “pure copper contact wire – Kasperovski contact strip”, the wear model is used in combination with a dynamical electromechanical model able to reproduce the electromechanical pantograph-catenary interaction.
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1. Introduction

The sliding contact between the pantograph contact strip and the catenary contact wire is characterised by electromechanical phenomena that influence the tribological behaviour of the two contacting bodies. These electromechanical phenomena cause wear on both strip and wire, influencing the maintenance costs either of rolling stock or of infrastructure. Investigations have been and are being carried out ([1-17]) concerning the wear behaviour during strip and wire interaction and the development of materials for both strip and wire in order to enable the current collection keeping acceptable wear rate of the two contacting elements.

Nowadays, the railway research is mainly devoted to study the improvements of rolling stock and infrastructure needed to increase the railway operation speed and capacity. One consequence of the railway vehicle speed is the unavoidable increase of the electrical current value that has to be collected: for d.c. (direct current) railway high-speed line the electrical current value per strip can be up to 1400 A. These conditions are obviously rather severe for the interacting couple strip – wire and studies are being carried out to assure acceptable wear rates.

The experience on the electromechanical interaction between pantograph and catenary leads to affirm that the main contributions to the wear rate of strip and wire are three: i) the mechanical contribution, due to the frictional power dissipation; ii) the electrical contribution, due to power dissipation related to the current flow at the contact (Joule effect) ; iii) the electrical arcs contribution, due to the power dissipation generated by the electrical arcs that occur when the contact dynamics causes a contact loss. These three contributions are not independent but they are strictly interacting among them. Moreover, the analysis of the wear mechanisms typical of the electromechanical sliding contact between strip and wire has to consider the complex tribological condition, which is characterized by high values of sliding
speed (up to about 80 m/s) and high values of electrical current. This contact condition produces high levels of heat on the contact zone and on the strip. For the typical strip used in the railway operation, which are carbon based, the heat generation at the contact is mainly related to the passage of electrical current at the contact area because of the low value of the frictional power dissipation. Due to the complexity of the wear phenomena, the only possible way to develop wear models is the use of experimental test results. The wear rate can be related to the effects of the operative parameters, as the sliding speed, the electrical current, the contact force and, obviously, the material characteristics of the contacting bodies.

One of the most important reason to develop a wear model is to estimate the wear rate during certain conditions of the railway operation in order to assess, generally in the design stage, benefit produced by particular solutions especially in terms of reduction of maintenance costs.

In this work, a heuristic wear model for the contact wire, which accounts for the three main contributions to the wear, is presented. This wear model has been tuned by means of the results obtained by a laboratory experimental campaign carried out to evaluate the electromechanical wear for the couple “electrolytic copper (Cu-ETP or pure copper) contact wire – Kasperovski contact strip”. In particular, the Kasperovski contact strip (Figure 1) is a contact strip with the carbon part encased in the copper part on three sides. The width of the tested Kasperovski strip is 65 mm while the thickness of the copper sides is 3 mm (see Figure 1b).

The wear model has been developed for the use in combination with a dynamical electromechanical model able to reproduce the electromechanical interaction between the
pantograph and the catenary. In this way, the instantaneous values of the contact forces and of the electrical current obtained by the dynamical simulation of the electromechanical model are fed into the wear model and the amount of the wear for the contact wire is evaluated. This procedure aims at reproducing the real conditions that cause the wear evolution of the contact wire: in effect, in the real operation, the dynamics of the electromechanical interaction between pantograph and catenary heavily influences the wear rate of contacting bodies.

The paper is organized as follows: after a description of the test rig used for the experimental tests and an analysis of experimental results (section 2), in section 3 the wear model is introduced and tuned by means of the experimental results described in section 2. In section 4 the electromechanical model for the simulation of the dynamical interaction between pantograph and catenary is discussed. Finally, in section 5 an application of the procedure to evaluate the contact wire’s wear evolution with different wire irregularity conditions is presented and the related results are discussed.

2. The laboratory experimental campaign
The wear behaviour of the strip-wire couple can be analysed by means of experimental tests. In particular, in this work the couple “electrolytic copper (Cu-ETP or pure copper) contact wire – Kasperovski contact strip” during direct current (d.c.) collection is considered. In this section, the test rig used for the wear tests is described and the obtained results are discussed.

2.1 The test rig
The test rig used for the experimental tests reported in this work has been developed by the researchers of the Department of Mechanical Engineering of Politecnico di Milano ([11-13]). It enables the testing of a full-scale contact strip with the following test parameters:

- sliding speed between strip and wire up to 220 km/h;
- level of electrical current flowing between strip and wire up to 1400 A in d.c., 500 A in a.c. (alternate current) $16\frac{2}{3}$ Hz and 350 A in a.c. 50 Hz, in order to reproduce the typical European railway power supply;

- vertical static preload between strip and wire up to 120 N.
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The test rig is composed of a fibre-glass wheel, with a 2.2 m radius, rotating around a vertical axis, with a contact wire elastically connected along its perimeter by means of 36 flexible supports (Figure 2). The collector strip is mounted on two suspensions connected to a platform driven with a controlled motion by an a.c. brushless motor along the radial direction of the wheel, in order to reproduce the relative motion due to staggering of the contact wire (zig-zag motion). For this aim, the platform radial motion follows a triangular wave signal and the platform radial speed is synchronized with the test speed. The combination of the peripheral speed of the wheel, which reproduces the train speed, and the transversal motion imposed to the strip represents the composed longitudinal and transversal sliding contact between the wire and the strip. A ventilation apparatus, which conveys an air flow on the strip–wire contact zone, at the same speed of the test is also present, enables to reproduce the thermal condition in the contact area, which heavily affects the performance of the strip material. The contact force between the collector and the contact wire is applied by means of a hydraulic actuator mounted on the moving platform. A three-phase full-bridge rectifier with capacitors feeds an IGBT converter, which is able to reproduce the typical European railway power supply: direct current and alternate current (50 Hz and $16\frac{2}{3}$ Hz).
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The test rig has a measurement set up able to monitor the test operating condition. In particular, the vertical and longitudinal components of the contact force are measured using two couples of load cells (Figure 3). The measurement of these two components of the contact force allows to calculate the friction coefficient. The contact strip temperature is measured by means of a thermocouple placed in the centre of the contact strip, in the carbon-copper interface. The vertical acceleration of contact strip is measured by means of one accelerometer placed on the centre of the contact strip, to verify the contact quality from the mechanical point of view. Moreover, the electrical current and the voltage at the contact are measured. In particular, the latter measurement is used to detect the contact loss and, consequently, the occurrence of the electrical arcs: a sudden increase of the voltage is related to the increase of the electrical contact resistance during the contact loss.
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The wear rate of the strip is estimated from the strip mass difference before and after the test, while the wear rate of the contact wire is estimated by the difference of the thickness between the end and the beginning of the test. The mass of the contact strip is measured by means of a digital balance able to measure weight variation of 0.1 g, while the thickness of the contact wire is measured in selected 180 (5x36 supports) sections along the wire (Figure 4) by means of a laser system whose composed uncertainty is 3 μm.
2.2 The laboratory test results

The wear tests aim at studying the wear behaviour of the interacting couple strip – wire for different operation parameters, i.e. speed, electrical current and static preload. For this reason, two levels of sliding speed (160 km/h and 200 km/h), two levels of static preload equal to 60 N and 90 N and six levels of electrical current (0 A, 100 A, 200 A, 300 A, 750 A and 1000 A) were considered in order to deeply investigate the wear mechanism. Moreover, for the test at 200 km/h, 90 N and 1000 A, the effect of the addition of a dynamical force component was studied: in particular, a test where a sinusoidal variable component with a frequency equal to the frequency of the passage of pantograph under suspension at the test speed for a span length of 60 m was added to the static preload was carried out. The frequency of the dynamical component for the speed equal to 200 km/h is 0.93 Hz. Being the width of the strip equal to 65 mm, the linear density of current (an usual parameter adopted in the railway field) ranges from 0 A/mm to 15 A/mm. The total number of tests is 18 and the test sequence is reported in Table 1. Some test conditions were repeated, as the test with the static preload equal to 90 N, electrical current equal to 1000 A and sliding speed equal to 200 km/h, in order to verify the repeatability of the results. All tests were performed using Kasperovski contact strips and pure copper contact wire. The following figures report the main wear results in terms of NWR (Normal Wear Rate) index, defined as the ratio between the worn volume (mm$^3$) and the sliding distance (km):

\[
NWR = \frac{Vol_{\text{worn}}}{s}
\]  

(1)

TABLE 1 TO APPEAR HERE
The analysis of experimental results, reported in Figure 5 and 6 in terms of NWR as a function of electrical current, shows two different wear regimes for both the contact strip and the contact wire. For low values of electrical current (up to 200 A) the wear rate for both contact wire and contact strip is extremely low, while for electrical current value beyond 300 A the wear rate increases. This phenomenon can be explained considering that the low values of electrical current don’t produce the conditions able to cause the typical wear mechanisms on the strip-wire contact with high electrical current passage (“oxidative wear” and “melt wear” ([10-11]).

Analysing Figure 5, it is possible to notice that, for electrical current greater than 200 A, the contact strip presents a wear rate index increasing with the current, almost independently from the mean contact force. Moreover, for the tests carried out with an electrical current level of 1000 A, it is possible to analyse the effect of the speed value and of the dynamic contribution of contact force on the wear rate of contact strip. The increase of speed from 160 km/h to 200 km/h produces an increase in the NWR of contact strip of about 15% on average. This behaviour can be explained considering that an increase of sliding speed produces an increase of the mechanical contribution to the wear (the power dissipation due to the friction is proportional to the sliding speed) but it also causes an increase of the contact force variation due to the dynamics of the interaction between contact strip and contact wire. In this last condition, i.e. for the speed value of 200 km/h, the occurrence of contact loss, and then the
occurrence of electrical arc generation, is higher than the case in which the speed value is
equal to 160 km/h and consequently also the NWR of the strip will result higher for a high
value of speed.

The analysis of Figure 6 allows to point out a dependence on the contact force of NWR of the
contact wire for electrical current greater than 200 A. The most evident result is that the
highest wear rate for the contact wire is obtained when the electrical current value is equal to
300 A and the static preload is equal to 90 N, i.e. for this value of the electrical current the
NWR of contact wire increases with the increase of the mean value of contact force. This
behaviour can be interpreted considering that the wear phenomenon is mainly the abrasion
because the contact temperature is not able to produce the material melting in the contact
zone. The tests carried out with electrical current greater than 300 A show wear rate lower
than the last one and an increase of the mean value of contact force produces in some cases a
decrease of wear rate. This behaviour can be explained considering the combination of two
main contributions to the wear, the mechanical contribution and the electrical one. These
contributions interact by means of the contact force and the electrical current. The decrease of
the mechanical contribution for increasing electrical current can be justified considering the
phenomenon called “current lubrication” (already described in [1,11,12]), which has the effect
of a reduction of abrasive phenomenon typical of the dry contact. The experimental results
lead to confirm that the wear of contact wire is caused mainly by three interacting
contributions: the first contribution is the mechanical one due to the friction, the second one is
the electrical contribution due to the dissipated power caused by the electrical contact
resistance and the third one is due to the electrical arcs generated during contact losses. The
three contributions are not independent: the mechanical contribution depends on the electrical
current (“current lubrication” phenomenon) and the mechanical behaviour of the interaction,
expressed in terms of contact force variation, influences the electrical contribution (the
electrical contact resistance depends on the contact force) and the contribution due to the arc
generation (arcs occur when contact losses occur).

In the following section, a numerical model to determine the wear rate of pure copper contact
wire is presented: thanks to the experimental results, this wear model has been developed
considering the three contributions described above.

3. The proposed wear model for the pure copper contact wire

The study reported in this paper is focused to the wear of the contact wire, because typically it
has an important impact on the maintenance costs from the infrastructure point of view. Then,
the proposed wear model presented in this section was developed starting from a deep
analysis of the experimental results related to the contact wire’s wear. As reported in section
2, the wear tests on pure copper contact wire interacting with a Kasperovski contact strip
pointed out as the wear rate of contact wire depends mutually on both contact force and
electrical current. In particular, with higher contact force values (90 N), the wear rate of
contact wire decreases when the electrical current increases, while with lower contact forces
the wear behaviour is opposite. If the electrical current value is equal to 300 A, the wear of
contact strip increases when the value of contact force increases, while for higher value of
electrical current it can decrease. As already discussed, this behaviour can be justified
considering that the wear of contact wire is dependent on the combination of two main wear
mechanisms, the abrasive wear due to the friction effects and the melting wear. These two
wear mechanisms interact by means of the contact force and the electrical current. Moreover,
as described in section 2, the “current lubrication” phenomenon is observed.
The parametric wear model for the contact wire introduced in this section is expressed as a function of the main operating parameters and it presents coefficients that are tuned considering the experimental results using the method of least square. The wear model is composed of three contributions that represent respectively the mechanical contribution to the wear due to friction, the electrical contribution to the wear due to the Joule effect and the last contribution is the one considering the effect of the electrical arcs to the wear. The equation of the considered model is:

\[ NWR = k_1 \left( \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 + \frac{I}{I_0} \right) \right)^{-\alpha} \cdot \left( \frac{F_m}{F_0} \right)^{\beta} \cdot \frac{F_m}{H} + k_2 \cdot \frac{R_c (F_m) \cdot I_e^2}{H \cdot V} (1 - u) + k_3 \cdot u \cdot \frac{V_n \cdot I_e}{V \cdot H_m \cdot \rho} \]  

(2)

And it corresponds to the assumption of combined influence of electrical current level and contact force ([17]). The equation was developed taking into account that the mechanical contribution is dependent on the level of the electrical current (mechanical contribution decreases when the electrical current increases in order to consider the “current lubrication” phenomenon). The contribution related to the Joule effect increases with the electrical current raised to the second power and it is proportional to the electrical contact resistance, which depends on the contact force. In particular, the expression that provides the electrical contact resistance \( R_c \) as a function of the contact force \( F_m \) for the couple “pure copper contact wire – Kasperovski contact strip” was obtained by a previous experimental campaign on the test rig described in section 2 and deeply discussed in [14]. For the sake of completeness, in the equation (3) the expression of the electrical contact resistance is reported:
With $F_m$ in N and $R_m$ in Ohm. The expressions of the first and second terms in the equation (2) allow to take into account the mutual correlation between the mechanical and electrical contributions.

Finally, the contribution to the wear due to the electrical arcs is proportional to the power generated by the arcs. In particular, as also deeply described in [13], the electrical arc voltage $V_a$ typically depends on the distance between the strip and the wire during the contact loss, on the current flowing before the contact loss and on the air flow speed convoyed on the contact zone, i.e. approximately the train speed. In this paper, the contact voltage is considered as a constant value and, also due to the experiences on the previous experimental campaign reported in [13], its value was fixed at 50 V, which represents a good compromise between the simplicity and the reliability of the model. Moreover, the use of method of least square assures the agreement between the laboratory and the model results.

The variables introduced in the equation (2) are described in Table 2. In the same table, the numerical values of these variables, obtained by using the method of least square fitting the experimental results, are reported. The parameters $k_1$, $k_2$ and $k_3$ represent respectively the coefficients that provide the “weight” to the whole contact wire’s wear of the mechanical contribution, of the electrical contribution and of the electrical arcs’ contribution.

The Figure 7 shows the comparison between the results obtained by means of the wear model (meshed surface), tuned using the method of least square, and the results obtained by experimental tests (red circles) as a function of the static contact force and of the electrical current. The comparison is made for electrical current values greater than 300 A, because, as
explained in the section 2.2, the experimental tests with electrical current values in the range 0 ÷ 200 A show a wear rate of contact wire quite negligible. The analysis of the Figure 7 shows as the wear rate of contact wire increases mainly for two particular conditions: the first is when the contact force increases and the electrical current value is about 300 A while the second condition is when the electrical current increases for values of contact force less than about 40 N. The first condition is mainly related to the absence of the current lubrication effect and the main wear mechanism is the abrasion, while the second condition is related to the increase of electrical contribution due to the increase of electrical contact resistance with the decrease of contact force and the main wear mechanism is the melting wear because in this condition the flash temperature in the contact area is very high.
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The Figure 8 shows an example of the effect of the three contributions to the wear of contact wire when the electrical current varies, the contact force is equal to 70 N, the sliding speed is fixed to 200 km/h and the percentage of contact loss is considered equal to 0.05%. As can be observed, the heuristic wear model has been setup in order to have a decreasing mechanical contribution and an increasing electrical contribution with an increase of the electrical current. The electrical arc’s contribution to the whole wear rate of the contact wire increases when the electrical current increases, but it has a very low weight in the whole wear rate value because
typically, in the normal operation condition, the percentage of contact loss is very low (the maximum value accepted for high speed line by the standard EN50317 “Railway applications – Current collection systems – Technical criteria for the interaction between pantograph and overhead line” is 0.2%).

4. The electromechanical model for the pantograph-catenary interaction
The main aim of this paper is to provide a method, based on numerical models, to be used in the design stage for the evaluation of potential improvements on the pantograph-catenary system from the contact wire’s wear rate point of view. This method has, then, the advantages to assure a very low impact: only if the improvements numerically analysed provide satisfactory results from the contact wire’s wear point of view they will be applied and tested in the real system.

Obviously, to obtain reliable results, it is important to reproduce as better as possible the real conditions, included the dynamical interaction conditions that heavily impact on the wear rate of contact wire. As known, the wear rate of the couple “contact strip – contact wire” depends on the main operation parameters (train speed, electrical current, contact force), on the materials of the contacting bodies and, as already said, on the dynamical interaction between them. In particular, this last aspect influences the instantaneous values of contact force, which determines the instantaneous value of the electrical contact resistance and the percentage of contact loss, and of the electrical current flowing in the contact zone. It is clear, then, that the analysis of the dynamical conditions during the interaction between the pantograph and the catenary is fundamental for the evaluation of the contact wire’s wear.

In order to take into account all the aspects discussed above, the proposed method uses in combination the wear model presented in section 3 and a numerical model able to reproduce
the electromechanical phenomena that occur during the dynamical interaction between the pantograph and the catenary.

The numerical model for the study of the dynamical pantograph-catenary interaction is a mathematical model able to reproduce the dynamical phenomena in the range up to 100 Hz, developed by the researchers of the Department of Mechanical Engineering of Politecnico di Milano. As deeply described in [18], the model was validated by means of experimental results obtained by in-line tests. The overhead equipment (OHE) is modelled by means of tensioned beam elements using the finite element representation and the droppers are modelled as non-linear elements in order to consider the effect of their slackening in compression. The pantograph is modelled by using a lumped parameter model for the frame combined with a modal representation of the collectors (their rigid and deformable modes are considered using the superposition modal approach). Finally, the contact model is based on the penalty method, tuned to provide the mono-lateral contact between contact strip and contact wire correctly ([19]). The simulation of pantograph–catenary dynamic interaction is performed in the time domain, with the possibility to include the contact wire irregularity.
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In order to consider the dynamics of the electrical current flowing between the contact wire and the contact strip, a very simple electrical model has been introduced. The electrical scheme is reported in Figure 9 and a pantograph with two contact strips is considered. The electrical model considers the connection in parallel of the two contact strips. Each contact strip is characterised from the electrical point of view by the related electrical contact
resistance $R_{ci}(F_{mi})$, which depends on the instantaneous contact force $F_{mi}$ between the $i^{th}$ contact strip and the contact wire by the equation (3), and by an inductance $L_c$, considered equal for both strip. This last element has been introduced to take into account the inductive behaviour of the electrical arc: in this way, during a contact loss between the contact strip and the contact wire, the passage of the electrical current is not instantaneously broken off, but it has dynamical variations. This very simple electrical model allows to obtain a more realistic behaviour of the simulated pantograph-catenary interaction. The electrical equations are the following:

$$\begin{align*}
  i_1 + i_2 &= I = \text{const} \\
  L_c \frac{di_1}{dt} - L_c \frac{di_2}{dt} + R_{c1}(F_{mi})i_1 - R_{c2}(F_{mi})i_2 &= 0
\end{align*}$$

and they are integrated in the time domain in order to calculate the electrical current flowing in each strip ($i_1$ and $i_2$). The first equation in (4) means that the traction system of the train can be represented as a generator of constant current. As discussed in [13], the traction controller design is typically chosen in order to correlate the traction torque to the voltage of the input filter of the train’s electrical drive. Considering that the electrical power, given by the product between voltage and current, is converted in the mechanical power, given by the product between torque and angular speed, if a constant speed is considered, it is possible to consider the collected current as a constant value (for further details, see [13]).
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The scheme represented in the Figure 10 explains how the method works:

a. the input data are the electromechanical model data, i.e. the mechanical data of the couple “pantograph-catenary” to be simulated, the contact wire irregularity and the train speed;

b. the outputs of the electromechanical model, which represent the inputs for the proposed heuristic wear model, are the contact force between the contact wire and each contact strip of the pantograph, the corresponding electrical contact resistance (calculated by means of the equation (3)), the percentage of contact loss and the electrical current flowing in each contact strip (obtained by the time integration of equation (4));

c. once known all the parameters needed by the wear model, characterised by the equation (2), it is possible to obtain the final output, i.e. the wear rate of the contact wire, which allows to obtain the contact wire’s wear in terms of worn area and of thickness of contact wire. The latter variable represents the new irregularity of the wire and it can be used to start a new cycle of the presented procedure in order to assess the evolution of contact wire’s wear for a fixed period of operation.

5. An application of the presented method: the effect of wire irregularity on the evolution of contact wire’s wear

In the present section, an application of the method for the estimation of the wear evolution of contact wire, described in the previous sections, is reported. The pantograph-catenary couple analysed has been the one typically used in the d.c. Italian railway operation, i.e. the 3 kV ATR95 pantograph, with two Kasperovski contact strips, and the C440 catenary. The simulated catenary is composed of two contact wires with a section of 100 mm$^2$ and
mechanical tension of 10 kN and of two messenger wires with a section of 120 mm$^2$ and a mechanical tension of 11.25 kN (the total section of the catenary is 440 mm$^2$). A 60 m span length has been considered. In Figure 11, a scheme of the simulated catenary for a single span is reported. In the simulation, the deformability of contact strip has been considered and the maximum length of the tensioned beam element of contact wire has been 0.25 m in order to reproduce the dynamical interaction between pantograph and catenary at high frequency. In particular, in the analysis the maximum frequency contribution for contact force results has been 100 Hz. During simulation, 600 m of catenary, i.e. 10 spans, and a constant value of the total collected electrical current, equal to 2000 A, have been considered.
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Since the aim of the analysis is to assess the evolution of contact wire’s wear considering the electromechanical dynamics of interaction between pantograph and catenary, in order to consider the variability of the conditions of real operation, the simulations have been performed considering the nominal train speed, chosen for this analysis equal to 200 km/h, and a variation of ± 3 km/h from the nominal value. Moreover, the six spans in the middle of the simulated track (the first two spans and the last two spans have not been kept into account to avoid boundary effects) for each simulated vehicle speed have been used to create a statistical sample (then composed of 18 spans) in order to better reproduce the variability of real conditions.

The application of the method presented in this work concerns the effect of the wire irregularity, i.e. defects on the laying in terms of variation of height of catenary along the line before operation, on the evolution of contact wire’s wear. Three different conditions have
been analysed: i) no wire irregularity, ii) low level of wire irregularity and iii) high level of wire irregularity. The high level of wire irregularity comes from a real measurement of the height of catenary in bad conditions while the low level of wire irregularity is obtained as the 25% of the high level wire irregularity.

As shown in Figure 10, to assess the evolution of contact wire’s wear, the method is applied repeating the procedure and modifying each time the new wire irregularity input, which is obtained by multiplying the thickness of contact wire after the occurred wear and the number of pantograph passages. This last parameter is calculated as the multiplication between the pantograph passages a day and the time interval in which it is possible to hypothesize a constant evolution of contact wire. In order to analyse the effect of the time interval value on the contact wire’s wear evolution, two time interval values have been considered just for the simulation without contact wire irregularity: 2 months, corresponding to 6000 pantograph passages, and 6 months, corresponding to 18000 pantograph passages. After showing some examples of contact force results for the two contact strips of the pantograph in the six considered span (track space between 120 m and 480 m) and the corresponding electrical contact resistance and the electrical current flowing in each contact strip (Figure 12), the effect of the different time interval value considered to assess the evolution of contact wire’s wear in correspondence of two particular sections, i.e. under suspension and at midspan, is reported (Figure 13).
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The analysis of Figure 13 leads to state that the hypothesis of constant wear rate evolution for the time interval of 6 months produces in 36 months a higher wear value of about 20% for section under suspension and 6% for section at midspan with respect to the time interval of 2 months. For this reason, in order to avoid the introduction of inaccuracies to the final results due to a wrong hypothesis of constant wear rate evolution, for the simulated conditions with wire irregularity a time interval of 2 months has been used.
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Results of effect of contact wire irregularity on the contact wire’s wear evolution are reported in Figure 14. Also in this case, the contact wire’s worn areas for section under suspension and for section at midspan are reported. The first comment to the results concerns the different values of contact wire’s worn area obtained for the section under suspension and for the section at midspan: for each wire irregularity considered in the present analysis, the wear of contact wire is always higher for section under suspension. This is explained by considering that along the span the stiffness of contact wire changes, decreasing not uniformly due to the presence of droppers from the suspension to the midspan. Under suspension the high value of wire’s stiffness produces a variation on the contact force, that can be either a contact loss or a high value of contact force, causing a faster evolution of wire’s wear. This behaviour is proved also by the experience acquired by the real operation. The wear results in the presented analysis show higher values of worn area for the section under suspension of about 20% and 30% with respect to the section at midspan.
From the analysis of Figure 14 the effect of the wire irregularity on the wire’s worn area value for both section under suspension and at mid span is very evident: the difference between the case without wire irregularity and with low wire irregularity is less than 10% in the worn area value, while the case with high level of wire irregularity produces an increase of wire’s worn area value of about 35% ÷ 40% with respect to the case with low level of wire irregularity for both considered sections. This result is explained with the high variation of contact force produced by the high level of contact wire’s irregularity that causes an important level of wire’s wear with respect to an ideal condition of the catenary’s contact wire.
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Analysing the corresponding evolution of contact wire’s thickness (Figure 15) the same comments can be done, even though the variation of this parameter is less important than the worn area (the maximum variation of wire’s thickness is obtained for the section under suspension where with high level of wire irregularity a decrease of 10% of wire’s thickness is estimated with respect to the case without wire irregularity).

6. Conclusions
In this work experimental investigation on the contact wire’s wear for the couple “Kasperovski contact strip – pure copper contact wire” in d.c. current operation has been presented. A heuristic wear model, whose parameters are tuned by means of the laboratory test results, considering mechanical, electrical and arcing contributions interacting each other, has been proposed. This model, providing a relationship between the wear rate of the contact wire and the main parameters of the current collections (sliding speed, contact force, electrical current), can be used in combination with a numerical model able to simulate the dynamics of
the electromechanical interaction between pantograph and catenary. The combined use of these numerical models represents a procedure able to evaluate the evolution of the wear on the contact wire. During the analysis, the variability of the train speed and the variability of the contact conditions have been considered in order to obtained a statistical sample for the analysis of wear along the span. As an example, in this work the procedure has been applied to evaluate the effect of the wire irregularity, i.e. the effect of defects on the laying in terms of variation of height of catenary along the line before operation, on the contact wire’s wear evolution.

The presented procedure can be used in the design stage for the evaluation of potential improvements on the pantograph-catenary system from the contact wire’s wear rate point of view. The main advantages of the presented procedure is to be a very low impact method: only if the improvements numerically analysed provide satisfactory results from the contact wire’s wear point of view they will be apply and tested in the real system.
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Table 1. The sequence of the wear tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test number</th>
<th>Test speed</th>
<th>Static preload</th>
<th>Electrical current (d.c.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>160 km/h</td>
<td>60 N</td>
<td>300 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>750 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>90 N</td>
<td>300 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>750 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>200 km/h</td>
<td>90 N</td>
<td>1000 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>90 N + dynamics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>160 km/h</td>
<td>90 N</td>
<td>300 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>500 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>750 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>90 N</td>
<td>1000 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>300 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>200 A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Variables and parameters present in the wear model of contact wire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Cu-ETP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$F_{m}$</td>
<td>Mean value of contact force [N]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_1$</td>
<td>Weight of mechanical contribution to the whole wear</td>
<td>22.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_2$</td>
<td>Weight of electrical contribution to the whole wear</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_3$</td>
<td>Weight of contribution due to electrical arcs to the whole wear</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>Coefficient of dependence for the mechanical contribution on the electrical current</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>Coefficient of non-linear dependence of mechanical contribution on the mean value of contact force</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_0$</td>
<td>Reference value of electrical current [A]</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_e$</td>
<td>Nominal electrical current during tests [A]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_0$</td>
<td>Reference value of contact force [N]</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>Hardness of material [N/mm²]</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_c$</td>
<td>Electrical contact resistance between strip and wire (eq.3) [Ω]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V$</td>
<td>Sliding speed in the tests [m/s]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_0$</td>
<td>Reference value of sliding speed [m/s]</td>
<td>44.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u$</td>
<td>Decimal fraction value of percentage of contact loss</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_a$</td>
<td>Electrical arc voltage [V]</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H_m$</td>
<td>Latent heat of fusion for copper [kJ/kg]</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>Density of copper [kg/m³]</td>
<td>8940</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>